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Introduction by Arlene Searle

First published in 2010 by Gallery Heinzel Ltd

Few artists working in Scotland today have been taken to the hearts of their audience like Francis Boag. In
the decade and a half since he gave up full-time teaching to focus solely on painting, this proud Dundonian,
inspired by the farms and shorelines of the North-East of Scotland, has built up a following of dedicated and
loyal fans across generations and across continents.
His reputation as one of Scotland’s leading contemporary painters is born of a unique style, one that combines
masterful washes of translucent, vivid colour with sensitive, skilled drawing and a finely tuned clarity of
composition. His characteristic subject matter, the coastal landscape near his home town of Stonehaven, is
depicted as a world saturated with pigment and joy, giving his distinctive paintings warmth and popular
appeal, whilst being technically dazzling too.
But in today’s commercial art market, the fortune of an artist is not built upon gift alone.Whilst Francis has
worked his magic on the canvas, beyond the studio a whole world has existed promoting and guiding him to
success.Throughout his professional career, various galleries across Scotland have worked tirelessly to extend
the reach of the work, generating new interest in his talent and bringing his unique view of life to fresh eyes.
No single gallery has done this for quite such a long time as Gallery Heinzel in Aberdeen.
Gallery Heinzel gave Francis his first big break, when as head of Art at Aberdeen Grammar School he knew
a lot about art but, by his own admission, next to nothing about being an artist.That was over 15 years ago
and in the intervening time Gallery Heinzel has gone on to become all that a good gallery should mean to
an artist: a critical eye and helping hand; roving ambassador for the work; and welcoming environment in
which to showcase it. Francis readily acknowledges that without the help and guidance of the gallery he
would probably still be merely dreaming of being an artist.
In acknowledgement of this special partnership, both gallery and artist have decided to hold a solo show to
celebrate over 15 years of joint achievement.
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In the Beginning

One Saturday afternoon in Spring 1995 Francis Boag loaded a few paintings into the back of his car and
slipped a slim pack of hand-made business cards into his jacket. He had just enough time to visit two galleries
in town before they closed and barely as much courage to introduce himself when he got there.
Since leaving Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art in Dundee, in the late 1960s, Francis had been an art teacher
and although exhibiting sporadically over the decades,had never truly tried his hand at being a professional artist.Sure
he’d had other wee jobs on the side,sketching comic strips for Jackie magazine for one,his graphics for the esteemed
guide to Golf Courses of the North East were not to be forgotten either, nor his pub signs for ‘The QueenVic’ and
‘The Donside Bar’. But producing and selling work in galleries had seemed out of reach, and little wonder.
It is broadly acknowledged now that there was not the market for contemporary Scottish painting in the seventies
and eighties that there is today. During this period there was a tacit understanding that the vast majority of
painting graduates would find themselves teaching in schools. So Francis followed this path, built a successful
career and confined himself to painting the odd piece at the weekend.
Nevertheless he demonstrated his commitment to his first love by joining the ‘Dundee Group – Artists’ in the
early eighties, and exhibited quite widely with them in various touring exhibitions. But these were public galleries
where kudos was the currency, not sales.
Following his appointment to Aberdeen Grammar School, Francis and his family moved to the coastal village
of Newtonhill. He soon became a regular visitor to The Riverside Gallery in Stonehaven and a friendship with
Dennis and Kathleen Leiper, the owners, ensued.When invited to contribute the occasional painting for the
Christmas and Summer mixed exhibitions, Francis was pleasantly surprised when his work began to sell but
was reluctant to believe there was a potential career for him as a practicing artist.
However one Saturday in April 1995 emboldened by a few sales and encouraged by his friends to cast his net
wider, Francis Boag set out to approach galleries in Aberdeen.There was no grand plan and so certainly no
hint of the success he would become, just one man and some paintings, heading North in a Vauxhall Astra.
The first step
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Francis remembers trying his first gallery pitch. ‘I knew of two galleries in Aberdeen, one of which was the Heinzel,
but up till then I’d only looked through the window. I was embarrassed I suppose and thought that if I went in I would
end up in conversation, and short of telling lies, I would have to admit to being a painter. I just wasn’t ready for that
conversation.Working in town I was a regular visitor to Aberdeen Art Gallery, but it’s funny that even as a working painter
you could be so ignorant of the commercial gallery sector. So anyway, I parked up outside the first, went to the door and…
and I just stood there. I couldn’t go in. I was so nervous of rejection.’

Driving away Francis was furious with his lack of ‘bottle’ and was determined not to blow it again at Gallery
Heinzel, which at that time was tucked away in a quiet position on Spa Street.

Right An interior view of the original
Gallery Heinzel on the corner of Spa
Street, Aberdeen with an early Francis
Boag on display.

‘I gave myself a pep talk and forced myself to go in and speak to Chris Heinzel the owner, who thankfully was really friendly
and took the time to chat. I showed her my home-made CV and mentioned that I had a couple of paintings in the boot of
the car. She asked to see them, liked them, and said she’d give them a try.’ The following weekend Francis got a call
from Chris to say that she had sold a painting. ‘It was amazing, there I was sitting watching TV with the kids and
I’d just sold a painting and made £250. For a teacher used to a fixed salary that was a real Eureka moment, and I think
we celebrated by opening the champagne.Well cava actually .... after all, I was still a teacher with three kids to support.’

Top The original Gallery Heinzel on
the corner of Spa Street in Aberdeen.
Above In a previous life the Gallery
was the Burwwod’s Fish Restaurant.

Over the next few years the corks continued to pop, not least shortly before Christmas in 1996.An artist had
dropped out of a solo exhibition and Francis was asked to step in at the last minute. Normal practice for a
gallery would be to build up an artist’s profile with a few three person shows before inviting them to go solo,
but Francis wasn’t afforded that luxury, it was now or never. He took a deep breath and dived in at the deep end.
The demands of a solo show are huge, the sheer volume of work required of the painter is almost
overwhelming even for full-time artists and Francis was still teaching at the time. He struggled to squeeze in
the huge task around school commitments, painting long into the nights and over weekends.With canvases
barely dry, the exhibition opened on Valentine’s Night 1997. The paintings were snapped up, critics
were effusive.
Colin Greenslade, then at Peacock Printmakers and currently Programme Director at the Royal Scottish
Academy, wrote ‘Boag has put together an impressive body of work… the immediate impact of Boag’s work is not the
stunning vistas themselves, but the myriad of colours in which they are painted. Small white farmhouses huddle together in
fields of scarlet and gold.’
Alex Harvey wrote for the Press and Journal, ‘the exhibition harks back to that most glamorous period of art – the
late 1800s and early 1900s when painters such as Matisse brought colour to the forefront.’

It became a gallery he got to know even better when in the late nineties Chris’s return to her native Germany
coincided with Francis’ decision to give up teaching to take an MA course. Having left the security of a fixed
income in 1999 to go to Gray’s School of Art in Aberdeen it worked out well for Francis to fit in a part-time
job at the gallery alongside his studies.
He remembers his time working there fondly, a comfortable, relaxed space, with armchairs and time for browsing
and coffees. Coming face to face with the clients provided him with many treasured memories,
‘I remember one couple coming in with a Tesco’s bag and asking to buy a George Birrell painting. George was one of the
gallery’s more expensive artists, and I thought to myself that it seemed a lot of money for a young couple. I was a little bit
surprised, but very pleased for George, and asked them how they would like to pay.They proceeded to pour out a mound
of fivers from their plastic bag saying that they’d stopped smoking for a year and would like to pay with this. Quick as a
flash I said “Do you mind giving up drinking next year and buying one of mine!”’
Although it’s a time he remembers fondly, and Francis did enjoy the interaction with buyers, he quickly
discovered he could only sell something if he really loved it, and talking so often about his own work was
difficult. Not only that, the commitment gave him too little time to paint. So Francis returned to teaching
part-time and left Chris Heinzel to find another assistant.

The show they hoped would just cover costs was a sell-out and signaled Francis Boag was officially collectable.
From now on Francis’ work was a popular mainstay at Spa Street, finding a niche between domestic painting
and the more difficult and acquired taste of abstract work. His style suited the more continental approach
spearheaded by Chris Heinzel who had successfully tapped into Aberdeen’s new internationalism.The influx
of senior foreign oil industry personnel brought with it a more sophisticated and cosmopolitan attitude to
viewing and buying art. In this respect Francis has always considered the gallery ahead of its time.
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A chance meeting with Maura Tighe, who had moved from Edinburgh to Aberdeen just as she was starting
her family, guaranteed the gallery’s future. Maura was looking for new challenges and discovered to her
delight that her enthusiasm and interest in Scottish art translated into an ability to sell. Her organizational
skills honed in the world of advertising in Edinburgh proved invaluable, and when after a few months of being
an assistant, Chris Heinzel explained that she wished to sell the business it seemed a natural step, if slightly
daunting prospect, to buy it.
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And the rest as they say is history

Indeed more and more people are growing into Francis’ work all the time.Where some artists’ work appeals
to particular types of people, or even sometimes men more than women, Francis’ work is collected by a wide
range of gallery visitors, from first time buyers to seasoned collectors.

In the ten years as its director, Maura has grown the gallery considerably. From its premises on Spa Street she took
the leap to a bigger unit on Thistle Street in a more accessible part of town and now takes the Gallery Heinzel
name to art fairs in London, Glasgow and Edinburgh. In the larger, professional hanging space she’s sold hundreds
of Francis’ paintings. She remembers getting to know the man who is now one of her most sought after painters.

Maura Tighe Director

Although Francis’ work falls into distinctive categories and families, each painting has its own character. Some
reveal themselves instantly, others take a time to get to know. As a gallery owner living with an exhibition
for a period of weeks or even months you can forge a strangely strong bond with the pieces. Are there any
canvases that Maura wishes she’d never let go?

‘At the time I had relatively little experience working with artists and I suppose I had a stereotypical image of what a
Scottish artist would be like, all hair, ganseys, cravats, hard drinking and Glaswegian accents. Francis is none of these! He is
quietly spoken, his appearance doesn’t draw attention to itself. Initially I did think that there was a discrepancy between the
vibrant colours and strong structure of his paintings and the witty but unobtrusive man I was dealing with.What I didn’t
appreciate then, but realise now, is that the colours and structures within his paintings are contemplated and measured, which
accurately reflects who Francis is’.

‘There are three paintings in particular that are “the ones that got away”. There was a wee abstract one years ago in
Spa Street that Francis joked would never sell unless he put a house in it. I loved it, but agreed that it was perhaps too
challenging and hung it off eye line. Happily I’d underestimated Francis’s audience and it was snapped up.
‘The next was a very red one! It was part of a mixed exhibition and I didn’t hang it straight away as I (mistakenly!!)
thought it was just too red. A visitor to the gallery enquired about Francis’ work so I dug it out of the storeroom, hung it
at eyeline, walked away, turned back to look and had a ‘Road to Damascus’ moment.The painting was of South Row at
Catterline.The cottages occupied the top left corner of the canvas, the cliff was an almost solid red. It had wonderful balance
and structure which I hadn’t appreciated until I viewed it at eyeline.The person bought the painting of course and I was
left feeling chastened and bereft.

The takeover of the gallery marked a turning point in Francis’ career. He was never going to be a curator or
gallery owner, but was committed to being a full-time professional artist, reliant on exhibitions and sales to
make a living. It is a position often romanticized. But probe any artist and they’ll soon confess to the pressure
they feel of finding a balance between being true to themselves on the one hand, whilst struggling to create
work that suits the public palate on the other. Crucial in this process is finding a gallery owner who can
communicate your vision. Luckily for Francis, he and Maura were singing off the same hymn sheet from the
beginning. In fact she looked to him for help more than he to her in the early days.

‘And then three years ago there was a wee Mearns landscape that for me encapsulated everything good about Francis’s work.
It was a very typical Francis Boag. I told myself that if it were still available at the end of the exhibition I would buy it.
It was of course one of the first to sell.That was at the beginning of Francis’ last solo show with Gallery Heinzel in 2007.
I promised myself then that I would choose one for myself at the beginning of this exhibition, his next solo at the gallery.’
And what a hard choice that is going to be.’

‘I don’t think he appreciates how much he’s taught me over the years.When I first took over the gallery he very tactfully
told me how things should be done if he felt I was veering off track. His advice was, and still is, always welcome.And he’s
taught me a lot about painting as well. My background isn’t in art or art history.Through conversations with Francis I’ve
understood more about why a painting appeals to me and have been able to articulate that to others.’
And so another partnership was forged and has matured over the last decade. During this time, Maura has
championed the paintings to countless clients and talking about the man and his work is now effortless, but
what is it that she tells them about his work? What are people looking for in a painting by Francis Boag?
Maura explains,

Right The Gallery is now situated in the heart
of Aberdeen’s West End and exhibits
Contemporary Scottish painting, sculpture,
ceramics and glass.

‘The colour initially attracts attention.And then in the white gables they locate the architecture of the North East. Shapes
they recognize are dotted along the horizon like touchstones that give them a secure reference point but also open a route to
the abstract. I’ve seen Francis’s paintings guide people on a long-term journey from appreciation of quite literal landscape
painting, to enjoyment of very abstract work. It’s wonderful to observe.You don’t grow out of Francis’ work, in fact I’d argue
that many grow into it.’
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Celebrating 15 years

The current exhibition contains over 30 canvases worked on throughout the winter months in the studio.
It is a process of trial, error and endurance. Francis doesn’t finish an individual painting in one sitting as many
people expect, but builds up a body of canvases, a layer at a time, working on many simultaneously. None are
mapped out in advance but rather evolve in an almost organic fashion in response to whatever happens to be
his current preoccupation at that moment. It can be a nerve-wracking process that often doesn’t come together
until the last minute.
The content of the show is very much what people love and have come to expect from the artist. Canvases
depicting holiday memories in Spain sit comfortably alongside paintings of Fetteresso and Dunnottar Woods.
The series is peppered with the occasional still life, that possess all the qualities of the loose, free landscapes,
whilst being more traditionally composed. All of the images possess the same considered but also intuitive
approach with an emphasis on colour and texture.
But what is there in this body of work that distinguishes it from previous solo shows?
One of the most obvious differences is the more frequent move away from the use of collage to create interest
on the canvas, towards a deeper exploration of how to create it with paint alone. Many of his canvases still call
upon an underscore of scraps of text and paper to engage the viewer’s attention. But in paintings like
“Big Hedge Ury” and “Towards Lochnagar” Francis is extending his considerable repertoire with dynamic
mark-making and passages of ‘alla prima’ painting.
In any event, it makes for canvases that constantly offer up new interpretations of themselves and are
guaranteed to hold the viewers attention. Francis explains, ‘I’m trying to use the whole gamut of paint possibilities,
from really runny and dribbly, to the thickest impasto and scumbling, with increased layering. I am trying to loosen up the
paint handling, without getting too easily pleased.You can get seduced very quickly with a fresh canvas, and think the
initial laying of colour is enough, but you’ve got to work it through. It’s always a challenge to sustain that first hit you get
when you see the impact of the initial marks and colours.’
Followers of Francis’ work will notice a subtle change in the way he is selecting these colours too.The trademark
reds still occur but they do not dominate as before. Overall the palette has become darker and richer.
He continues, ‘My colours are becoming slightly more rich, more opulent, slightly more mature even.
Hopefully the effect is not somber.The whole idea is to give some of the brighter colours a darker setting to
increase their impact.’

G&T With Pink Ice Hearts
Acrylic on canvas, 60cm x 60cm

Such increased attention to the interplay of different hues means each painting takes longer to produce both
in terms of the consideration of possibilities and the application of paint. Francis continues,‘In the past work
could be finished quickly and I thought “that‘s it – it’s finished. I don’t want to do any more”. But now I seem
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Francis can’t remember ever working so hard for an exhibition. It has been sheer determination to make this
a show to remember that has kept him going. For the first time ever in a solo show, the artist is determined
that every painting will be brand new and go direct to the gallery from the studio.The aim is that nothing
will have been shown anywhere else beforehand, each canvas painted uniquely for the one exhibition space.
It’s been a hard final sprint but he has no regrets.

to need to spend more time with the work, even to the extent of saying ‘no’ to galleries who visit the studio
and want to take stuff away. In the past as soon as I had a handful of paintings put aside, they’d be varnished
and on their way out the door. But now I prefer to live with them for a while, and have had to learn to say
no, or at least ‘not yet’.’
Recent experimentation with support is also opening up new creative avenues. For the past few months
Francis has been making small experimental panels with any old boards or off-cuts lying around the studio.
The throwaway nature of these materials allows him a freedom to explore different subject matter and paint
application that can be quite liberating.This open-minded approach led to his use of some very unlikely painting
supports. Every time a family member has had a birthday recently he has saved the metallic board the cake
sits on.Two of the resulting paintings can be seen in the show (“Ury Lilies” 1 and II) and are a tribute to his
unerring ability to ‘see’ a picture where few others would and his complete mastery of his medium.Although
work on these new surfaces is always quite small, he’s pleased with the result and hopes the experiments will
eventually inform the larger more formal paintings on canvas, lending them a deeper iridescent quality and
giving the viewer something new to appreciate. He likens it to fashioning something precious.‘It’s like creating
a jewel, something with a jewel-like like quality or like velvet, that’s the nearest comparison I can make.
When you look into the purple shadow of some of my trees I want it to be like looking at purple velvet or
brocade. Some colour is bright and you notice it straight away but other is not so obvious as if the colour has
been sucked in.’

‘Although this is very ambitious I feel this is a special opportunity to take stock and reflect on the journey made over the
past 15 years by both Gallery Heinzel and myself.’
Right Francis Boag hard at work
in the studio. Stonehaven 2010.

And what now for the artist?
Now that he can leave the confines of the studio, what does Francis think of his latest output?
‘Its funny when you’re preparing for a show, you can’t see the wood for the trees, you just keep on painting and hoping it
will come together. It’s not until it’s all on the walls that you can look and see what it was you’ve been trying to say all
these months. For the first couple of months working on small studies I was nearly tearing my hair out in frustration’.
As Francis appeared to be going round in circles, it seemed the pressure of working flat-out on back-to-back
shows for nearly two years was beginning to get to him. He feared he had taken on too much with this
exhibition and had run out of things he wanted to say about the landscape. ‘I was thinking of taking some time
off to travel in the hope that that would spark something new but the weather broke and we were snowed in at home on
the Ury Estate. For some reason that seemed to be the turning point.Things quickly began to click into place, and towards
the end, I was, for me, painting like a man demented. I had so much to get on canvas and with the deadline for the show
approaching like a steam train, I at last found myself ‘in the zone’ and painting at break neck speed.’
And what a finish it turned out to be.
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About the Artist

Francis Boag was born in Dundee in 1948 and studied at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art in the late
sixties. His tutors in Dundee included Alberto Morrocco and David McClure, whose influence can be readily
seen in his love of vibrant colour and the sensuous application of paint.
Francis continued to paint throughout a successful teaching career, which saw him teach in Dundee and Perth
before being appointed Head of Art at Aberdeen Grammar School in 1989. It was this move to the North East
that signaled a major change of direction in his work and in 1995 his expressionist interpretations of the local
landscape first appeared in Gallery Heinzel.
Demand for his vibrant colourful paintings grew rapidly and his work was soon in demand from art galleries
throughout the UK and Ireland. In 1999 a major commission from John Lewis plc for three large paintings
for permanent display in their new flagship store in the Buchanan Galleries in Glasgow prompted Francis to
take a year long sabbatical from teaching.
During this period he studied for an MA at Grays School of Art, a research-based course, which required
among other things that he reflect deeply on his own work and try to see it in the wider context of current
contemporary art practice.The changes to his work triggered by this challenge were met with both critical
acclaim and commercial success. This enabled him to leave education and become a full-time professional
artist in June 2001.
Francis now exhibits widely at home and increasingly abroad. He has had exhibitions throughout the UK and
also New York, Dublin, Belfast, Paris, Munich, Seattle and Michigan. His work was exhibited in Russia,
Australia, Cannes and the Italian Riviera as well. He was featured in the ‘International Artist’ magazine that
helped to raise his profile in the USA. Consequently his work was shown and discussed at a talk given by the
American editor of the magazine to the Allied Artists of America. He also contributed a chapter on outdoor
sketching for their book,“Work Small, Learn Big” which has sold all over the world.
Francis holds the distinction of being one of a very few artists to have work held in the national collections
of both Scotland and Ireland. His paintings have also found their way into a host of public collections including
Dundee and Stirling Universities, the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Dundee’s Ninewells Hospital and his work
is increasingly sought after by corporate collectors.
Since 2003 his images have featured regularly in the catalogues of the international children's charity, Unicef.
He is the only Scottish artist to be included in their Fine Art collection.
In 2009 Francis further developed his career with the publication of a book. “The Mearns Distilled” is a
collection of his vibrant paintings coupled with atmospheric photographs from leading Scottish photographer
Andy Hall. It celebrates the beauty and diversity of the distinctive Mearns landscape and includes quotes from
Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s novel “Sunset Song”.

Sunny Dunnottar
Acrylic on card, 16cm x 23cm

Storm over Palatine Hill – Rome
Acrylic on canvas 50cm x 50cm
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Mearns Coast
Acrylic on canvas, 90cm x 90cm

Silver Fish 1
Arylic on board 11cm x 36cm

Silver Fish II
Arylic on board 11cm x 38cm
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Road Through Drambeg
Acrylic on board, 30cm x 60cm
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Norman’s Law – Fife
Acrylic on canvas, 60cm x 60cm

Sketchbook
Pencil on paper
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The Rain in Spain
Acrylic on canvas, 30cm x 30cm
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The Music Lesson
Acrylic on board, 40cm x 40cm
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Valentine Gifts San Pedro
Acrylic on paper, 25cm x 25cm

Gig Hedge, Ury
Acrylic on canvas, 60cm x 60cm
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Glenton
Acrylic on board, 25cm x 25cm

Rainy Day Stirling Castle
Acrylic on board, 20cm x 35cm
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Red Crysanths & Cherries
Acrylic on board, 20cm x 20cm

Wee Red Culter I
Acrylic on paper, 15cm x 15cm
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Castle Summer
Acrylic on paper, 15cm x 15cm

Sketch
Ink on paper

Church – Luthrie, Fife
Acrylic on canvas, 60cm x 60cm
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The Creel Inn – Catterline
Acrylic on canvas, 30cm x 30cm
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Hearts & Roses
Acrylic on canvas, 30cm x 30cm

Wee Red Bouquet
Acrylic on paper, 15cm x 15cm

Big Sunflowers
Acrylic on canvas, 50cm x 50cm

Coffee Pot with Poppies
Acrylic on board, 20cm x 20cm

Sketch
Pen and ink on paper

Wee Deeside Reds V
Acrylic on board, 15cm x 20cm

Angus Glen Red
Acrylic on paper, 20cm x 40cm
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Ury Trees and Pond
Acrylic on board, 20cm x 20cm

Kilry Trees
Acrylic on board, 25cm x 30cm

Summer Shower Alyth I
Acrylic on board, 20cm x 20cm
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Aqua Romano II
Acrylic on canvas, 60cm x 60cm

Clochan Winter II
Acrylic on canvas, 30cm x 30cm

Clochan Winter I
Acrylic on canvas, 30cm x 30cm
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Alberto’s Table
Acrylic on canvas, 40cm x 40cm

Church – Luthrie, Fife
Acrylic on canvas, 60cm x 60cm
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Summer Windyedge
Acrylic on canvas, 30cm x 30cm

Sketch
Pen on paper
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Etive Burn
Acrylic on board, 30cm x 40cm

Edinburgh Skyline
Acrylic on board, 35cm x 45cm
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Sunflowers & Banana
Acrylic on canvas, 40cm x 40cm

Ury Beech Yellow
Acrylic on paper, 15cm x 20cm
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Boating Pond & Trees Balgay
Acrylic on canvas, 60cm x 60cm
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Birches Afternoon Light
Acrylic on board, 35cm x 30cm
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Wee Deeside Reds VI
Acrylic on board, 15cm x 20cm

Wee Deeside Reds II
Acrylic on board, 15cm x 18cm

Wee Deeside Reds IV
Acrylic on board, 15cm x 19cm
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Coffee Morning San Pedro
Acrylic on board, 25cm x 25cm
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South Row Homage
Acrylic on canvas 90cm x90cm

Ury Copse
Acrylic on canvas, 90cm x 90cm
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Sketch
Pen and ink on paper

River Reflection – Upper Deeside
Acrylic on canvas, 60cm x 60cm
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Coastal Cottages
Acrylic on paper, 25cm x 25cm

Summer Shower Alyth II
Acrylic on board, 20cm x 20cm

Arklow Waters
Acrylic on canvas, 30cm x 30cm

Aqua Romano I
Acrylic on canvas, 60cm x 60cm
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